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To take a peek inside!

Help students analyze
data, interpret graphs,

pull out key details
from passages, and

then share their
findings in a CER.



DO YOUR STUDENTS STRUGGLE WITH
Interpreting graphs
Finding the key details
in passages

Using evidence to
support a claim
Using reasoning to link
the evidence to the
claim
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Simple one page background information students can use for the
reasoning

Data tables and graphs to interpret

Scenarios for students to pull out key
details

Graphic organizers to help students sort
their evidence from their reasoning

Sentence support to help them write their CER

Self-assessment check list

I've Got You CoveredI've Got You Covered

Great resource to teach
the process of CER.
Students were very

engaged!
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  studentsstudentsWhat Are 

Marking the text

Doing?

Analyzing and
interpreting data and
graphs

Organizing their
thoughts

Answering the question
prompt using claim,
evidence, reasoning
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Use the digital version by clicking the
titles in the RED BOX to make your own
copy (found at the end of the PDF)

3 simple steps3 simple stepsHOW TO USE THE
RESOURCE IN 

Share the resource with your students
using your favorite LMS (Google
Classroom, Powerschool (schoology),
Canva...)

Print the PDF version, make copies, and
hand out to students
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"Great resource for incorporating
literacy/comprehension into the science
classroom"- Kimberly B.

Check out what teachers just like you
have said about these CER products:

"great addition to the unit we are working on"
Laurie S.

"Students have been really focusing on CER this year in preparation for
transitioning to high school. This proved to be challenging as they had
to APPLY the context clues given in the written section and the lab
results section. I loved that for them. It wasn't too easy! Definitely will
be using again this year!"- Jaime S.
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Get Instant Access
1. Add this resource to your
cart

2. Check out securely
3. Download right away

4. Use with your class
5. Leave a review on your My
Purchases page to get reward
points to spend on new
resources!

Add one to cart

Download

Leave a review
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FynTUuD70Zw
https://adventuresinistem.com/product/claim-evidence-reasoning-cer-practice-solve-the-case-csi-introduction-activity/
https://adventuresinistem.com/product/claim-evidence-reasoning-activities-25-cer-practice-lessons-to-help-master-scientific-explanations-test-prep/


https://adventuresinistem.com/using-digital-notebooks-and-digital-readings-in-the-classroom-faq/
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Google-Slides-How-to-videos-for-using-the-tools-in-slides-Distance-learning-2469023?st=ce3a7c5906acd1c621810ae506a3c92f


https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Toolkit-for-Google-Drive-Digital-Resources--2203339
https://adventuresinistem.com/flipped-classroom-guide/
https://adventuresinistem.com/5e-model-guide/



